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Abstract

In a digital society, location-based service (LBS) is a nec-
essary function for mobile devices. However, while enjoy-
ing the convenience, users also face the risk of privacy dis-
closure. A novel location privacy protection scheme based
on semantic and temporal association is proposed in this
paper to solve this problem. Specifically, this scheme es-
tablishes a temporal association model according to users’
historical query requests to measure the temporal associ-
ation relationship. Then, the scheme constructs an op-
timal association table at the current moment based on
association entropy. Finally, based on users’ personalized
privacy requirements and the optimal association table,
the scheme builds a dummy location set distributed on
different road segments. In addition, we have applied this
scheme to the Android platform to implement a novel lo-
cation privacy protection app called QueryWithMe. The-
oretical analysis and experimental results show that the
scheme can resist inference and temporal association at-
tacks.

Keywords: Location Privacy; Mobile Application; POI
Query; Temporal Association

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of mobile internet, LBS has
been widely used. Among them, the POI query has al-
ways been a widely used service. The POI query refers
to certain unique buildings on the electronic map, such
as restaurants, hospitals, and schools [10]. Typical POI
queries include “K hospitals closest to me.” and “restau-
rants near me.”.

However, LBS not only brings convenience to people,
but may also cause privacy disclosure-related problems at
the same time [19]. For example, college student Alice
has lunch with her friends every weekend, so every time
she queries the nearby restaurants in her dormitory at
around 10:00 am on Saturday or Sunday. By intercept-
ing and analyzing the content of Alice’s requests, attack-

ers can infer her living habits (going out for lunch every
weekend), occupation (student), and even dietary prefer-
ences (she often queries western restaurants and may like
western food). Therefore, the purpose of our scheme is
to protect the privacy of users’ locations while using POI
query service in real life.

In recent years, some researchers have proposed many
location privacy protection schemes used in POI query.
However, there are still attack vulnerabilities in existing
works:

1) The attackers can obtain the relevant supplementary
information from the central anonymous server, such
as historical query data, road network, and location
semantics. For example, assuming that attackers can
intercept the anonymous set, which only contains a
single semantic information “hospital”. It is possible
to infer that the user’s physical condition is poor. If
attackers analyze the historical queries of the anony-
mous set and calculate the historical query frequency
of these locations, they can also easily filter out some
unrealistic dummy locations. Furthermore, if attack-
ers have information about road network topology,
they can find that most of the locations are located
in the hospital area, so they can learn that the user’s
current location is the hospital;

2) The attackers can utilize temporal association rela-
tionship between the semantics of query content and
locations. For example, around 6:00 pm, Bob wants
to invite colleagues to dinner when he is at a com-
pany, so he requests POI query service. It is known
that the information submitted by Bob to the anony-
mous server is (idcarol, loc, restaurant). If attack-
ers intercept the dummy locations anonymous set
{loc, dummy1, dummy2, dummy3, dummy4}, gener-
ated by the anonymous server and submitted to the
location-based service provider (LSP). The location
semantics corresponding to the anonymous set are
“company”, “park”, “primary school”, “restaurant”,
“bar”. At around 6:00 pm, there is a weak temporal
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association between “primary school” and “restau-
rant” and between “park” and “restaurant”. Thus,
they can filter out dummy locations dummy1 and
dummy2 with a higher probability, and the probabil-
ity of revealing the user’s location increases from 1

5
to 1

3 .

To overcome the above privacy security issues in road
network environment, we proposed a privacy protection
scheme based on semantic and temporal association for
POI query. First, this scheme measures the temporal as-
sociation between query content semantics and location
semantics by establishing a temporal association model.
Second, the scheme constructs a optimal association ta-
ble at the current moment by defining association en-
tropy. Finally, according to the user’s personalized pri-
vacy requirements and the optimal association table, the
scheme selects dummy locations with similar historical
query frequencies distributed on different road segments
and adds them to the anonymous set. To verify the ef-
fectiveness and practicability of the scheme, we imple-
mented a location privacy protection application called
QueryWithMe on Android platform, which can protect
users’ location privacy when querying POI based on our
proposed scheme.

When a user requests POI query, the application au-
tomatically selects decoy query on the dummy locations
to confuse the user’s location and query intention. In this
way, although attackers obtained multiple queries from
the user, they could not confirm the real POI query. Thus,
this app can protect the privacy of the user’s location
while requesting POI query service. Specifically, the con-
tribution of this paper mainly includes four aspects:

1) The temporal association model that we propose can
measure temporal association relationship. Through
this model, the temporal association probability be-
tween the semantics of query content and location
semantics can be calculated. Then, we define an as-
sociation entropy to calculate the indistinguishability
of temporal association relationship;

2) We propose a method that selects dummy loca-
tions according to personalized privacy requirements.
By formalizing user-defined privacy requirements, we
propose a method that selects dummy locations on
different road segments;

3) Combining with the proposed scheme, we design and
implement QueryWithMe, an application that pro-
tects the location privacy of mobile users during POI
query in real-time;

4) Through theoretical analysis, we conduct a lot of ex-
periments, and the results show that our scheme can
defend against temporal association attack and infer-
ence attack. The tests and analysis of QueryWithMe
show that the proposed scheme has good practicabil-
ity and application value.

The structure of the rest paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we introduce the location privacy protection of
LBS by related researchers in recent years. In Section 3,
we give the system framework, attack model, some basic
definitions, and temporal association model. The details
of the algorithm, experimental analysis, and practical ap-
plication are presented in Section 4 and Section 5 respec-
tively. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in
Section 6.

2 Related Works

Many methods have been proposed to solve the problem
of location privacy disclosure. Among them, the most
commonly used schemes for location privacy protection
include selecting dummy locations [15, 21, 22] and gener-
ating cloaking regions [16,20].

Initially, the location K-anonymity was proposed by
Gruteser et al. [8] On this basis, considering the query
frequency calculated from user history query records and
the over-concentrated distribution of dummy locations,
literature [15] selected dummy locations based on the en-
tropy metric. Zhao et al. [21] proposed a novel mechanism
for generating dummy locations based on Super Concept-
based Distance. Alotaibi et al. [1] designed a user-based
location selection scheme that uses dummy locations to
hide users’ real location, where the selection of dummy
location is based on the existing location of users. The
scheme has better performance in terms of entropy and
cloaking region. Yang et al. [17] proposed a location pri-
vacy protection scheme based on Q-Tree storage, which
can protect user’s location and query privacy by selecting
POI with a higher query probability as the query content
of anonymous location units.

The above work is mainly applicable to Euclidean
space, but the location privacy protection scheme in the
road network environment is closer to real life and has
received full attention. Taking into account the personal-
ized privacy need, Chen et al. [6] proposed a road network
location privacy protection method based on location se-
mantics, which generates an anonymous road segment set
to prevent the disclosure of sensitive information caused
by location semantics. On this basis, literature [12] cal-
culates the privacy of adjacent road segments according
to user-defined sensitivity and selects a set of road seg-
ments as candidate road segments. Considering the dis-
tribution of the semantic location of road segments, Liu
et al. [11] proposed a privacy protection method based
on the similarity of semantic distribution. In the location
privacy protection of continuous query, Wang et al. [16]
introduced semantic sensitivity into the Voronoi unit. If
a user is in a sensitive semantic position, an anonymous
area that satisfies K-anonymity and L-sensitivity is con-
structed for the user. Otherwise, it is constructed to sat-
isfy K-anonymity anonymous area while using the dy-
namic pseudonym mechanism to update user identifica-
tion information.
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Aiming at the fact that attackers can infer real loca-
tion by filtering out the semantically incompatible loca-
tions in the cloaking area, Bostanipour et al. [4] proposed
a joint obfuscation method for location obfuscation and
provided a new framework to evaluate the joint and non-
joint methods. To resist the attack of semantic inference,
Ma et al. [13] introduced the concept of (θ, δ)-diversity,
and calculated the semantic similarity between real loca-
tion and other locations through Earth Mover Distance.

In recent years, privacy protection schemes based on
Android platform have gradually attracted people’s at-
tention. Aiming at the problem of location privacy dis-
closure caused by Android security architecture defects,
Amukelani et al. [2] proposed a security model that pro-
tects against harmful applications for application permis-
sions. Zhang et al. [18] proposed a new location privacy
protection mechanism called ShiftRoute for smartphone
map services, and applied it to Android platform to track
users. Hu et al. [9] proposed SAMLDroid, an Android
application recognition method that combines static code
analysis and machine learning. First, this method uses
static analysis to review the source code of the app to get
the location. Second, it uses classifiers and integrates mul-
tiple application functions to dynamically analyze pat-
terns. Finally, the experiments show that SAMLDroid
has a higher accuracy rate. Recently, to protect the loca-
tion privacy of android users in offline mode, Arshad et
al. [3] proposed a scheme which protects the actual loca-
tion coordinates by keeping the simulated location within
a seemingly realistic span radius and automatically ad-
justs the location coordinates. Nieminen et al. [14] pro-
posed a practical privacy protection scheme based on se-
cure two-party calculations, and the experiments show
that the scheme has high feasibility in certain types of
indoor positioning applications.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 System Framework

This paper adopts the framework of the central anony-
mous server. The central anonymous server can reduce
the system overhead of mobile clients, improve the quality
of service, and prevent untrusted LSPs from maliciously
obtaining user privacy information.

Figure 1 shows the system framework of our scheme.
One POI query includes the following four steps:

1) Users use smart devices to send query request Qu;

2) The central anonymous server receives the POI query
from the querying user and constructs the dummy lo-
cations set AS according to user-defined privacy re-
quirements. After that, the central anonymous server
sends an anonymous POI query request Qc to the
LSP;

3) The LSP obtains the query result set RS by searching
its location database and returns it to the central

anonymous server;

4) The central anonymous server filters the accurate
query result from RS and sends it to the querying
user.

Figure 1: System framework

3.2 Attack Model

For the above system framework, we assume that users
who use POI query service suffer two malicious attacks:

1) Active attackers usually target the communication
between the central anonymous server and the LBS
server as the main target;

2) The central anonymous server stores some database
information, including road network topology, se-
mantic information, etc. Once it is successfully ob-
tained by passive attackers, it will be used as supple-
mentary information to infer user privacy.

Defending against temporal correlation attacks is the
goal of our scheme. At the same time, our scheme also
needs to prevent attackers from reasoning about the lo-
cation information of users. Specifically, these two attack
models are described below.

1) Inference attack: Through calculating historical
query frequency, attackers filter out some locations
that are impossible to query and locations with low
query frequency. It increases the possibility that the
user’s real location is leaked. Meanwhile, attackers
can easily obtain users’ real location by analyzing the
location semantics and road network topology;

2) Temporal association attack: The location semantics
in dummy anonymous set may change significantly
the probability of accessing specific query content se-
mantics over time. Taking advantage of this differ-
ence, attackers can easily filter out some weak or un-
related dummy locations to improve the probability
of obtaining location privacy.

3.3 Related Definition

In order to better resist inference attack and temporal as-
sociation attack during POI query, we propose a location
privacy protection scheme based on semantic and tempo-
ral association. The following work mainly introduces the
relevant definitions in the scheme:
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Definition 1. POI query. The POI query can be repre-
sented by tuple Qu = ⟨uid, t, uloct, qst⟩, where uid is the
unique identifier when a user requests POI query service
at time t, uloct is the user’s location, and the semantic of
query content is represented by qst.

The central anonymous server constructs dummy
anonymous set AS to hide the user’s location, where AS
contains the user’s location and k − 1 dummy locations
selected by anonymous algorithm, then sends anonymous
query Qc = ⟨uid, t, AS, qst⟩ to the LSP.

Definition 2. User personalized privacy require-
ment. User’s personalized privacy requirement PR is ex-
pressed in tuple ¡k,l,s¿. Specifically, the definition of each
attribute in this tuple is introduced below:

1) k is the level of privacy protection that can be set by
users. It means that, in the absence of other addi-
tional knowledge, the probability that attackers will
infer users’ location is no more than 1

k ;

2) l is the number of road segments that users privacy
requirements with personalized, which means that the
dummy locations are at least distributed on l road seg-
ments to avoid a single road segment attack caused by
excessively concentrated dummy locations;

3) s is the number of semantic types of users’ privacy
requirements with personalized privacy. That is, the
dummy locations set construct in our scheme needs to
contain at least s semantics to prevent attackers from
inferring users’ location from location semantics.

3.4 Temporal Association Model

When people use POI query service in daily life, they are
more inclined to reach the query place. It can be said
that the location of a user is related to query content.
Most of these associations show different strengths and
weaknesses over time. People are more accustomed to
querying nearby hotels at a train station at 3:00 am and
querying nearby restaurants at the company at 5:00 pm.
If attackers use this temporal association to filter dummy
locations, it will significantly increase the risk of user lo-
cation disclosure.

This paper proposes a temporal association model to
better measure the temporal association between query
content semantics and location. First, the temporal as-
sociation sequence is constructed by analyzing histori-
cal query data. Second, the temporal association di-
graph is constructed according to temporal association
sequence. Finally, the temporal association probability
between query content semantics and location semantics
is calculated according to out-degree situation. The rele-
vant definitions of the temporal association model are as
follows:

Definition 3. Semantic attribute information. The
semantic attribute information of location uloct in user’s
POI query is location semantics, denoted as Suloct, and

the semantic attribute information of the user’s query
content is query content semantics, denoted as qst.
Definition 4. Temporal association sequence.
Given an interval [Ta,Tb], two adjacent queries are Qa =
⟨uid, ta, ulocta, qsta⟩ and Qb = ⟨uid, tb, uloctb, qstb⟩, if lo-
cation semantics Suloctb is same as query content seman-
tics qsta, it is said that there is a temporal association be-
tween qsta and Suloctb in time period [Ta,Tb], denoted as
Sulocta → qsta. We take every hour as a time interval.
Definition 5. Temporal association frequency. The
temporal association frequency represents the numbers of
temporal associations of user’s Sulocn → qsn in the time
interval [Ta,Tb], denoted as Nfn, where n is the number
of temporal association. Since there may be different tem-
poral associations and their corresponding temporal asso-
ciation frequencies in this time period, Sulocn → qsn is
only denoted as a certain one temporal association in this
time period.
Definition 6. Temporal association sequence. The
CT={⟨T, Suloc1 → qs1, Nf1⟩ , ⟨T, Suloc2 → qs2, Nf2⟩ , . . .
, ⟨T, Sulocn → qsn, Nfn⟩} is denoted one sequence of
temporal association sequences, where T is the number of
time interval and T∈ {0, 1, . . . , 23}, Nfi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)
is the number of times that the users have temporal
association Suloci → qsi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n).
Definition 7. Temporal association oriented
graph. The temporal association oriented graph is
Gt=(V,E), which contains a set of vertices V and edges
E. Each vertex v∈V represents semantic type in tempo-
ral association sequence, and each edge e∈E represents a
temporal association. The out-degree of each vertex rep-
resents the sum

∑n
i=1 Nfi, which is the number of the

temporal association between semantics in the temporal
association sequence.
Definition 8. Temporal association probability.
The temporal association probability Pt between query
content semantics and location semantics is calculated as
follows: If the out-degree of the vertex is not 0, that is∑n

i=1 Nfi > 0, the probability of temporal association be-
tween location semantics and query content semantics is
defined by Equation (1), otherwise

∑n
i=1 Nfi = 0, then

Pt = 0.

Pt =
Nfi∑n
i=1 Nfi

(1)

Where i∈1,2,. . . ,n.
Definition 9. Association entropy. Given location set
L = {loc1, loc2, . . . , locn} and query content semantics qs,
If Ē represents temporal association probability between
the location semantics in the location set and the query
content semantics, then the association probability set is
LQ =

{
Ē1, Ē2, . . . , Ēn

}
. The calculation formula for the

association entropy is as in Equation (2):

EL→qs = −
n∑

i=1

Ei · log2 Ei (2)

where Eiis the normalization of the temporal association
probability Ēi.
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To make the location semantics and query content se-
mantics in dummy locations anonymous set closely re-
lated and indistinguishable, we define association entropy
to describe indistinguishability degree in current query
time. The larger entropy value, the less information at-
tackers obtain. Thus, the more difficult it is to filter
anonymous set based on the strength and weakness of
temporal association.

4 Anonymous Algorithm

To further resist temporal association attack, we design an
optimal association table in this section. According to the
optimal association table, the users’ query requests, and
the user’s personalized privacy requirements, dummy lo-
cations are selected. The algorithm of our scheme mainly
includes two parts: the construction algorithm of the opti-
mal association table (COAT), and the dummy locations
selection algorithm based on semantic and temporal as-
sociation (SSTA).

4.1 Constructing the Optimal Associ-
ation Table

Algorithm 1 describes the construction of a optimal asso-
ciation table at the current moment. The concrete steps
are as follows:

1) First, initialize the optimal association table and put
the location semantics of a user into the optimal as-
sociation table;

2) Then, according to the temporal association prob-
ability of query content semantics and location se-
mantics at the current moment, the semantic with
the maximum association entropy in the optimal as-
sociation table is selected and put into the optimal
association table;

3) Finally, repeat Step 2) until the number of elements
in the optimal association table reaches the user-
defined optimal association table length threshold
dsem.

Algorithm 1 COAT

Input: user location semantics Suloct, optimal associ-
ation table length dsem, semantic type set ST =
{St1, St2, . . . , Stn}

Output: optimal association table BSC
1: BSC ← ∅
2: BSC ← BSC ∪ Suloct
3: while BSC.length < dsem do
4: Choose a Sti (i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n) with the maximum en-

tropy associated with BSC;
5: end while
6: return BSC;

4.2 Dummy Locations Selection Method

Algorithm 2 describes a dummy location selection method
that can resist temporal association attack and inference
attack.

First, initialize the anonymous set AS, dummy loca-
tions distributed road segments set ASL, anonymous se-
mantic types set ASS and candidate POI set POIset.
Add user location to AS, the road segment of the user
to ASL, the location semantics of the user to ASS
(Lines 1∼2). Then, according to the road segment of
the user, the algorithm obtains the set of adjacent road
segments NL for network expansion. The algorithm se-
lects the number of road segments and semantic types
for each adjacent road segment while judging whether it
satisfies the user’s privacy requirements (Lines 3∼13). Fi-
nally, the algorithm considers whether the user’s privacy
requirements are divided into three situations.

If the number of road segments satisfies the user’s
privacy requirements, select the dummy locations from
the set of candidate POI with similar historical query
frequencies, whose semantic types satisfy the user’s pri-
vacy requirements in the optimal association table BSC
(Lines 14∼21).

If the location semantics type in the dummy location
anonymous set already satisfies the user-defined semantic
diversity, the road segments will continue to be expanded
according to the number of road segments required by
privacy (Lines 22∼30).

If the above two situations are satisfied, it belongs to
the third situation, or the first two situations have been
completed. It is determined whether the dummy locations
set satisfies K-anonymity, and if not, the appropriate POI
is selected as the dummy locations from the candidate set
(Lines 31∼39).

Since we have reordered the POI on the obtained road
segments, if a attacker continuously sends query requests
to the anonymous server, the dummy locations set ob-
tained by the attacker is random. Thus, the attacker can-
not infer the user’s private information.

Algorithm 2 SSTA

Input: user query Qu, users’ personalized privacy re-
quirements PR, the optimal association table BSC
of the current moment, historical frequency similarity
threshold δ, the set of adjacent road segments NL

Output: the dummy locations set AS
1: AS ← ∅, ASL← ∅, ASS ← ∅, POIset← ∅
2: AS ← AS ∪ Uloct, ASL ← ASL ∪ uedge,ASS ←

ASS ∪ Suloct
3: for each edge in NL do
4: Get the POIs from the edge, reorder it and remove

the edge from NL;
5: for each poi in POIs do
6: if Spoi /∈ ASS and Spoi /∈ BSC and

|P (poi)− P (uloct)| ≤ δ then
7: ASL ← ASL ∪ edge,ASS ← ASS ∪

Spoi, AS ← AS ∪ poi
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8: Remove poi from POIs, put the elements in
POIs into POIset;

9: Break;
10: end if
11: end for
12: Satisfy PR.s or PR.l, or both, and exit the loop;
13: end for
14: if ASL.length == l and ASS.length ̸= s then
15: for each poi in POIset do
16: if If Spoi /∈ ASS and Spoi ∈ BSC and

|P (poi)− P (uloct)| ≤ δ then
17: ASS ← ASS ∪ Spoi, AS ← AS ∪ poi;
18: end if
19: Until satisfy the number of semantic types, exit

the loop;
20: end for
21: end if
22: if ASS.length == s and ASL.length ̸= l then
23: for each edge in NL do
24: Get the POIs from the edge, reorder it and re-

move the edge from NL;
25: if Spoi ∈ BSC and |P (poi)− P (uloct)| ≤ δ

then
26: ASL← ASL ∪ edge,AS ← AS ∪ poi
27: end if
28: Until satisfy the number of segments, exit the

loop;
29: end for
30: end if
31: if AS.length < k then
32: for each poi in POIset do
33: if |P (poi)− P (uloct)| ≤ δ then
34: AS ← AS ∪ poi
35: end if
36: Until satisfy the degree of privacy protection k,

exit the loop;
37: end for
38: end if
39: return AS;

5 Experimental analysis

5.1 Experimental Data and Parameter
Setting

In this section, we compare the dummy locations selec-
tion algorithm (DLS) proposed by Niu et al. [3] with
the algorithm SSTA in this paper. Both algorithms
use the dummy locations selection method to select a
group of dummy locations indistinguishable from users’
location. At the same time, we compare our scheme
with the location semantics-based road network loca-
tion privacy protection method (LSBASC) proposed by
Chen et al. [11] and the improved enhancement algorithm
(Enhance-LSBASC) proposed by Lv et al. [12]. Same as
we considered, in the road network environment, these
two algorithms construct anonymous sets through net-
work expansion and consider the location semantics and

user’s personalized privacy requirements.
The above algorithms are implemented by Python, and

the hardware platform is Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-1035G1
CPU @ 1.00GHz, 1.19 GHz, with the operating system
Microsoft Windows 10.

The experimental data consists of three parts. The
first part is the historical query data. We use the check-in
dataset as historical query data, and the California sign-
in data set is selected in the Gowalla sign-in data set [7],
including 54 semantic types. The second part is Califor-
nia road network data, including 21048 vertices and 21693
edges. The third part is that 1000 users are selected to
send POI queries. Through the Brinkhoff Thomas mobile
object generator [5] to simulate moving objects in the Cal-
ifornia road network, 10000 mobile objects are generated.
Table 1 shows the experimental parameter settings.

5.2 Analysis of Experimental Results

Many aspects have been considered in the performance
evaluation for the above algorithms. It mainly includes
include the average anonymous execution time, location
entropy, association entropy, anonymous success rate, and
so on.

1) Average anonymous execution time. It refers to as
the time it takes for an algorithm to anonymize suc-
cessfully. The less it is, the better the efficiency of
the algorithm is. Figure 2 shows the relationship be-
tween average anonymous execution time and privacy
protection degree.

Figure 2: The influence of privacy protection degree k
on the average anonymous execution

Obviously, all of the algorithms show an increasing
trend. Since the algorithm DLS randomly selects
k−1 locations with the largest location entropy value
as the anonymous set, it needs a lot of calculation
to get the optimal set of dummy locations, which
takes a relatively long time. The algorithm LSBASC
needs to expand road network many times to com-
plete anonymity, like algorithm enhance-LSBASC.
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Table 1: Parameter Settings

Parameter Default values Range
number of mobile users 10000
the number of users that request service 1000
semantic location type 54
dsem 15 [10,20]
PR.k 14 [2,30]
PR.l 6 [2,15]
PR.s 5 [2,10]
maximum number of cycles 15

Therefore, the increase in location semantic types
and the k value will result in higher time consump-
tion, and the amount of calculation necessary to in-
crease. In our scheme, the proposed algorithm SSTA
is less than the other three algorithms. Because we
determine whether it satisfies user privacy require-
ments while selecting network extensions, it reduces
the time spent on computing and additional network
expansion;

2) Anonymous success rate. It is defined as the propor-
tion of the number of anonymous successes among
all anonymous requests. The larger the ratio, the
stronger the algorithm’s ability to respond to anony-
mous requests. In Figure 3, the relationship between
anonymous success rate and privacy protection de-
gree k is analyzed.

Figure 3: The influence of privacy protection degree k
on the anonymous success rate

Obviously, the algorithm SSTA is always better than
the others. Because we select and judge whether
the current situation satisfies user’s privacy require-
ments. After these two situations are satisfied,
the algorithm SSTA randomly selects dummy loca-
tions from the extended road segments to achieve
k-anonymity. However, the algorithm Enhance-
LSBASC adds the current optimal road segment set
by calculating the privacy sensitivity on the road to

be expanded. As the value k continues to increase,
Enhance-LSBASC continuously expands the optimal
road section set. The algorithm LSBASC is always
lower than the others. Since the optimal road sec-
tion selected by algorithm LSBASC may exceed the
maximum number of cycles in the experiment, the
same as the algorithm Enhance-LSBASC, the anony-
mous protection fails. The maximum number of ex-
perimental cycles is set to fail to satisfy its privacy
requirements, resulting in a decrease in the anony-
mous success rate. On the contrary, the algorithm
SSTA selects and judges simultaneously. Then, it
adjusts according to the lack of privacy protection
requirements, so the algorithm SSTA is better than
the algorithm Enhance-LSBASC;

3) Location entropy. It refers to the uncertainty of ob-
taining user’s location from dummy locations set.
The greater location entropy, the less likely it is
for attackers to distinguish users’ location from the
dummy locations set. Figure 4 shows the relationship
between location entropy and privacy protection de-
gree k.

Figure 4: Location entropy under the different
anonymity k values

Because the algorithm DLS always selects a set of
dummy locations with largest entropy when selecting
candidate dummy locations. In contrast, the algo-
rithm SSTA sets a threshold δ when selecting dummy
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locations to filter locations with large differences in
historical query frequencies, selecting dummy loca-
tions with similar historical query frequencies. The
location entropy of the algorithm SSTA and DLS
tend to the optimal algorithm Optimal as value k
changes. In contrast, the algorithm Random does
not consider historical query frequency and randomly
selects dummy locations, so the location entropy is
lower than other algorithms;

4) Association entropy. Because location semantics
have a certain relationship with query content se-
mantics in terms of time, in our paper, association
entropy is used to measure the indistinguishability
of this temporal association. The greater association
entropy is, the more difficult it is for attackers to
infer the user’s location or filter out weakly related
locations through the temporal association between
dummy locations set and query content. Figure 5
shows the relationship between association entropy
and privacy protection degree k. The proposed al-
gorithm SSTA selects dummy locations according to
the optimal association table and fully considers the
relevance between query content and dummy loca-
tions set. Therefore, the association entropy of SSTA
tends to the algorithm Optimal. In contrast, the al-
gorithm DLS does not consider this temporal associ-
ation when selecting dummy locations and tends to
the algorithm Random;

Figure 5: Association entropy under different anonymity
value

5) The influence of the number of road segments and
semantic types required for privacy protection on
the average anonymous execution time and associ-
ation entropy. Figure 6 shows the influence of road
segments required for privacy protection on average
anonymous execution time and association entropy.
When privacy protection degree k is 14, and the num-
ber of semantic types s of privacy protection require-
ments is 6. As the number of road segments requiring
privacy protection increases, the associated entropy

does not change significantly. Because the candidate
dummy locations are selected according to the opti-
mal association table. With the increase in the num-
ber of road segments, the algorithm SSTA needs to
constantly expand the number of roads, and the aver-
age anonymous execution time will increase slightly.

Figure 6: The influence of the number of road segments
required on average anonymous execution time and

association entropy

Figure 7 shows the influence of the number of se-
mantic types of privacy protection requirements on
average anonymous execution time and association
entropy. When privacy protection degree k is 14,
and the number of segments required for privacy pro-
tection is 6. With the increasing number of seman-
tic types required for privacy protection, the asso-
ciated entropy value does not change significantly.
In contrast, the average anonymous execution time
increases accordingly. Because the algorithm SSTA
needs continuous network expansion to select more
candidates to satisfy semantic diversity, the corre-
sponding time will increase.

Figure 7: The influence of the number of semantic types
required on average anonymous execution time and

association entropy
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6) System overhead. Since the algorithm SSTA always
seaches for k−1 dummy locations, the size of anony-
mous set is always equal to k, reducing unneces-
sary system overhead. Figure 8 shows the influ-
ence of the number of road segment l required on
the average anonymous road segments set. Obvi-
ously, our proposed algorithm and the others show
an upward trend with the increase of value l. On
account of adding candidate segments set, the al-
gorithm Enhance-LSBASC system overhead is the
largest. While the algorithm LSBASC selects the
optimal road segment to add to the anonymous seg-
ments set and its system overhead is slightly lower
than that of Enhance-LSBASC. However, the num-
ber of road segments l for privacy requirements of
the algorithm SSTA is always the smallest. Be-
cause after the algorithm SSTA satisfies the semantic
types of privacy requirements, it considers whether
the location on the extended road satisfies the re-
quired conditions and then directly joins the anony-
mous set if it satisfies the requirements. Otherwise,
it will continue to expand the road network. This
method greatly reduces the system overhead, and the
Enhance-LSBASC increases the number of anony-
mous road segments by expanding the set of adja-
cent road segments. Therefore, the average anony-
mous segment set size of the algorithm SSTA is al-
ways lower than that of Enhance-LSBASC.

Figure 8: System overhead

5.3 Practical Application

With the prevalence of smartphones, mobile websites are
becoming more and more popular. However, many web-
sites collect location information, which increases the risk
of users being accidentally tracked. On the one hand, at-
tackers can intercept user query requests to describe the
users’ daily habits and preferences. On the other hand,
LSP is interested in analyzing the enormous commercial
profits behind user query. Based on the proposed algo-
rithm, the next design and implementation assumes that
mobile users use a specific network, namely a virtual pri-

vate network (VPN). The malicious LSP cannot accu-
rately locate the user through IP address requested by
the user’s location.

Based on Android platform, we use the proposed
scheme to develop application software called Query-
WithMe, which can confuse user POI query and protects
user location privacy.

In the next test, we use the real machine Huawei MT7-
TL10 Android 6.0 and Redmi Note 5 Android 9.0 to run
our application. For the convenience of testing, the user’s
privacy requirements are k = 4, l = 3, s = 2.

Figure 9 shows the test result of a user querying restau-
rant. Figure 9(a) shows the feedback of the user’s query
results. The query results of Amap during the decoy
query are shown in Figure 9(b), Figure 9(c), and Fig-
ure 9(d). It can be seen that the dummy locations tags
and the query results in tags generated by parsing the
webpage through the Jsoup library.

(a) user real query (b) dummy query 1

(c) dummy query 2 (d) dummy query 3

Figure 9: Effectiveness Testing on Huawei MT7-TL10
Android 6.0
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Figure 10 shows the test result of a user querying hotel.
Figure 10(b), Figure 10(c), and Figure 10(d) show the
query results, which are not hotels near the query user,
but the result that dummy locations request query.

It means that QueryWithMe has successfully provided
dummy locations to Amap. Even if the attackers intercept
user query and decoy query, it is difficult to obtain the
user’s location because the dummy locations selected by
the SSTA algorithm are truly indistinguishable, and POI
query on the dummy location is the same as query in the
user’s location.

(a) user real query (b) dummy query 1

(c) dummy query 2 (d) dummy query 3

Figure 10: Effectiveness Testing on Redmi Note 5
Android 9.0

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a privacy protection
scheme for POI query based on semantic and temporal as-
sociation. Through establishing the temporal association
model, this scheme calculates the temporal association
probability between query content semantics and location
semantics. The generated dummy locations set not only
satisfies personalized privacy of users but also effectively
resists inference attack and temporal association attack.

In addition, based on Android platform, we integrate this
scheme to design and implement QueryWithMe, applica-
tion software that can protect user location privacy. The
effectiveness and practicability of our scheme are proved
by performance analysis and theoretical analysis. In the
future work, we will consider the time division strategy
and the spatial distribution characteristics of locations to
improve the location privacy protection in POI query.
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